May 13, 2015

TECHNICAL SUPPORT BRANCH
NAVIGATION BULLETIN NO. 15-27
NOTICE TO NAVIGATION INTERESTS:

TENNESSEE-TOMBIGBEE WATERWAY, MISSISSIPPI

Notice is given to mariners that Weyerhaeuser will be performing work on an effluent discharge line at River Mile 327.2 on Aliceville Lake. Work is scheduled to begin on May 18, 2015. The work should be completed by Thursday May 21, 2015. Divers will be working daylight hours only and will be cleaning in and around diffuser ports on the submerged effluent discharge line. Repairs will be made to the diffuser as well. The contractor will also be monitoring river conditions with another vessel downstream of the divers. All vessels on the water will be equipped with marine radios and monitoring the activity.

Mariners should exercise extreme caution when transiting this area.

For further information please contact Mr. Cody Arnold with Weyerhaeuser at (662) 243-4228.

CARL E. DYESS
Chief, Navigation Section